Summary. Message ordering is a fundamental abstraction in distributed systems. However, ordering guarantees are usually purely "syntactic," that is, message "semantics" is not taken into consideration despite the fact that in several cases semantic information about messages could be exploited to avoid ordering messages unnecessarily. In this paper we define the Generic Broadcast problem, which orders messages only if needed, based on the semantics of the messages. The semantic information about messages is introduced by conflict relations. We show that Reliable Broadcast and Atomic Broadcast are special instances of Generic Broadcast. The paper also presents two algorithms that solve Generic Broadcast.
Introduction
Message ordering is a fundamental abstraction in distributed systems. Total order, causal order, and view synchrony are examples of widely used ordering guarantees. These ordering guarantees, however, rely only on "syntactic" information about the messages, ignoring their "semantics." In general, ordering messages without taking their semantics into consideration leads to ordering more messages than actually necessary to ensure the correctness of the application. Moreover, as ordering messages has a cost, ordering messages unnecessarily penalizes the application. Consider for example a replicated object implemented using active replication -also called state machine approach [12] . By distinguishing messages containing read operations from messages containing write operations, one could design a protocol that does not order all messages, since read operations do not need to be ordered with respect to other read operations. This paper introduces Generic Broadcast, a message ordering abstraction that allows applications to specify order requirements based on the semantics of messages. Message ordering requirements are formalized by a message conflict relation defined over the set of messages. Roughly speaking, two messages have to be delivered in the same order only if they conflict. The definition of message ordering based on a conflict relation allows for a very powerful message ordering abstraction. For example, the Reliable Broadcast problem is an instance of Generic Broadcast in which no pair of messages conflict. The Atomic Broadcast problem is another instance of Generic Broadcast in which all pairs of messages conflict.
The interest in taking application semantics into account to define more flexible message ordering primitives in group communication was first pointed out in [5] . In [8] , the authors consider the issue of ordering messages from the viewpoint of database concurrency control. The notion of message conflict is introduced to capture application semantics, and is used to extend the definitions of FIFO, causal, and total order message delivery to include message semantics. Serialization graphs are used to reason about application correctness along the same lines of database concurrency control [2] . The authors also briefly discuss how one could implement such specifications in a distributed system where processes do not fail. Contrary to [8] , we consider here a system model with process failures.
Any algorithm that solves Atomic Broadcast trivially solves any instance of Generic Broadcast (i.e., specified by a given conflict relation): it just orders too many messages. However, such an algorithm goes against the main motivation of Generic Broadcast, which is to allow for efficient message delivery by not ordering messages unnecessarily. We present two algorithms that solve Generic Broadcast, called GB and GB+; both algorithms are more efficient than Atomic Broadcast when messages do not conflict. GB and GB+ rely on Consensus [4] when conflicts are detected, but can deliver non-conflicting messages without using Consensus. GB+ improves the performance of GB by being able, in some cases, to deliver conflicting messages without Consensus. This last result is very interesting, as it exhibits an algorithm that can sometimes solve Atomic Broadcast (an instance of Generic Broadcast) in an asynchronous system with process crashes.
Our Generic Broadcast algorithms require f < n/3, where n is the total number of processes and f the maximum number of faulty processes. If messages do not conflict, the algorithms GB and GB+ have a time complexity of 2δ, where δ is the maximum network message delay [1] . In case of conflicts, the time complexity is 4δ in the best case, and 7δ in the worst case. These results are to be compared with the time complexity of Atomic Broadcast algorithms in the model we consider: 3δ in the best case and 5δ in the worst case. These results, which show the advantage of Generic Broadcast over Atomic Broadcast if message conflicts are not too frequent, have been validated by a small prototypical implementation.
The work in [1] is close to the one presented in this paper: actually, [1] builds upon [10] , the preliminary version of this paper. The work presented in [1] uses an Atomic Broadcast oracle (instead of Consensus, as we do) as the building block for Generic Broadcast, and formalizes classes of Generic Broadcast algorithms according to how they use this oracle. Informally, an algorithm solving Generic Broadcast is nontrivial w.r.t. an oracle if, when no conflicting messages are g-Broadcast, the oracle is not used; an algorithm is thrifty w.r.t. an oracle if it is non-trivial w.r.t. the oracle and guarantees the following property: if there is a time after which messages g-Broadcast do not conflict with each other, then eventually the oracle is no longer used. Non-trivial and thrifty implementations of Generic Broadcast are given in [1] . The two Generic Broadcast algorithms given in this paper are also thrifty implementations of Generic Broadcast, if we extend the oracle in the definitions of [1] to include a Consensus oracle. From the point of view of time complexity, [1] does not improve our results. The best algorithm in [1] has a time complexity of 2δ and also requires f < n/3; [1] also gives an algorithm for Generic Broadcast with f < n/2, which has a time complexity of 3δ.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the system model and defines the Generic Broadcast problem. Sections 3 and 4 present the two Generic Broadcast algorithms GB and GB+, and Sect. 5 contains their proofs of correctness. Section 6 evaluates the time complexity of the two algorithms, and points out the cost of GB and GB+ with respect to Atomic Broadcast algorithms. Section 7 concludes the paper.
System model and definitions

Model assumptions
We consider an asynchronous system composed of n processes Π = {p 1 , . . . , p n }, which communicate by message passing. A process can only fail by crashing (i.e., we do not consider Byzantine failures). A process that never crashes is correct, otherwise it is faulty. We make no assumptions about process speeds or message transmission times.
Processes are connected through quasi-reliable channels, defined by the primitives send(m) and receive(m). Messages are unique and taken from a set M. Quasi-reliable channels have the following properties: (i) if process q receives message m from p, then p sent m to q (no creation); (ii) q receives m from p at most once (no duplication); and (iii) if p sends m to q, and p and q are correct, then q eventually receives m (no loss).
We assume that our asynchronous system is augmented with further abstractions (e.g., failure detectors) allowing us to solve Uniform Consensus [4] . Uniform Consensus is defined by the primitives propose(v) and decide (v) , and the following properties: (i) every correct process eventually decides some value (termination); (ii) every correct process decides at most once (uniform integrity); (iii) no two processes decide differently (uniform agreement); and (iv) if a process decides v, then v was proposed by some process (uniform validity).
Generic Broadcast
Generic Broadcast is defined by the two primitives gBroadcast(m) and g-Deliver(m).
1 When a process p invokes g-Broadcast with a message m, we say that p g-Broadcasts m, and when p returns from the execution of g-Deliver with message m, we say that p g-Delivers m. Message m is taken from a set M to which all messages belong. Generic Broadcast depends on a (symmetric and non-reflexive) conflict relation on
2 If (m, m ) ∈ ∼ then we say that m and m conflict. To simplify, we use hereafter the infix notation m ∼ m instead of (m, m ) ∈ ∼. Generic Broadcast is specified by (1) a conflict relation ∼ and (2) the following conditions: The conflict relation ∼ determines the pair of messages that are sensitive to order, that is, the pair of messages for which the g-Deliver order should be the same at all processes that g-Deliver the messages. The conflict relation ∼ renders the above specification generic, as shown next.
Reliable and Atomic Broadcast as instances of Generic Broadcast
We consider in the following two special cases of conflict relations: (1) 
Generic Broadcast with the ∼ Account conflict relation defines a weaker ordering primitive than Atomic Broadcast (e.g., messages in M d are not required to be ordered with respect to each other), and a stronger ordering primitive than Reliable Broadcast (e.g., messages in M w have to be ordered with each other).
GB: a Generic Broadcast algorithm
In this section and in the next one, we present two Generic Broadcast algorithms: GB and GB+, respectively. Both algorithms are parameterized by two constants, n ack and n chk . From the relationship between n ack and n chk -explained later -both algorithms require at least (2n + 1)/3 correct processes, which corresponds to the case where n ack = n chk = (2n + 1)/3 .
Overview of the GB algorithm
We start by illustrating the GB algorithm with a run in which only two messages are g-Broadcast, and then generalize for the case of n messages. The algorithm uses Reliable Broadcast, defined by the primitives R-broadcast and R-deliver [7] . In cases 1 and 2, p i sends a message to all processes acknowledging the R-delivery of m -hereafter such a message is denoted ACK(m). A process that receives ACK(m) from n ack processes g-Delivers m. In a run in which no process falls into case 3 above, all correct processes eventually receive n ack messages ACK(m) and g-Deliver m.
In case 3, p i launches an instance of Consensus to decide on the g-Delivery order of m and m . This should be done carefully because if some process has already g-Delivered m , then p i should g-Deliver m before m. Thus, before executing Consensus, every process p i sends to all processes a message -hereafter denoted chk, containing all messages m such that ACK(m) was send by p i . Process p i then waits for chk messages from n chk processes.
Upon receiving n chk messages chk, process p i builds a set of messages, denoted by msgSet i . Set msgSet i contains message m if m is in a majority of the n chk messages of type chk received by p i . As shown next, this ensures that if some process has g-Delivered m, m ∈ msgSet i .
To understand msgSet i , consider n = 4, n ack = n chk = 3, and assume that process p j has g-Delivered m. So p j has received n ack messages ACK(m), i.e., 3 processes have sent ACK(m). So, if p i waits for n chk messages of type chk, it will get at least 2 messages containing m.
After building set msgSet i , p i executes Consensus proposing (msgSet i , conf lictSet i ), where conf lictSet i contains all messages that p i R-delivered and are not in msgSet i -that is, conf lictSet i = {m }. Let (N Cset, Cset) be the Consensus' decision -NC stands for Non-Conflicting, as this set never contains conflicting messages, and C stands for Conflicting. Process p i g-Delivers first the messages in N Cset, it has not yet g-Delivered, and then the messages in Cset.
Generalizing for n messages. A run of algorithm GB is decomposed into a sequence of two phases: the first phase -phase i -lasts as long as no conflicting messages are R-delivered; the second phase -phase ii -handles the g-Delivery of conflicting messages thanks to the execution of a Consensus algorithm. These two phases define a stage. So, processes progress in a sequence of stages, numbered 1, . . . , k, . . . . In the run considered in the previous paragraph (2 messages), we have one single stage. When some process p i starts stage k, it is initially in phase i. Phase i terminates at process p i iff p i Rdelivers two conflicting messages. In phase ii of stage k, process p i first builds msgSet i and conf lictSet i , as described in the previous paragraph, and then executes a Consensus with (msgSet i , conf lictSet i ) as the initial value. When Consensus terminates with a decision (N Cset, Cset), p i g-Delivers messages in N Cset not yet g-Delivered, then those in Cset not yet g-Delivered, and proceeds to phase i of stage k + 1.
The parameters n ack and n chk . The GB algorithm requires (1) n ack > n/2, (2) n chk > n/2, (3) 2n ack + n chk ≥ 2n + 1, and (4) max(n ack , n chk ) correct processes. Condition (1) guarantees that if m and m conflict, at most one of them can be g-Delivered without Consensus. Condition (2) ensures that msgSet i , constructed by p i before Consensus, does not contain conflicting messages. Condition (3) ensures that if some process, say p j , has g-Delivered m before Consensus, and m conflicts with m , then for every process p i we have m ∈ msgSet i . Thus, after Consensus, every process first gDelivers m. Condition (4) ensures that no wait statement in the algorithm lasts forever. The minimum of condition (4) is for n ack = n chk . From this and (3), we get that that our algorithm requires at least (2n + 1)/3 correct processes.
The GB algorithm in detail
We present now the GB algorithm (see Fig. 1 ). Messages are g-Broadcast at line 7 and g-Delivered at lines 22, 23, and 31. The algorithm consists of three concurrent tasks. Process p i in stage k manages the following sets of messages:
• R delivered: set of messages R-delivered by p i up to the current time, • G delivered: set of messages g-Delivered by p i in all stages k < k, • pending k : set of messages R-delivered by p i up to the current time in phase i of stage k and acknowledged to the other processes, and • g Deliver k : set of messages that p i has g-Delivered in phase i of stage k, up to the current time.
Let process p i be in phase i of stage k. When p i wants to gBroadcast a message m, p i executes R-broadcast(m) (Fig. 1,  line 8 ). After m is R-delivered (line 10), m is included in the sequence R delivered (line 11). Process p i then eventually evaluates lines 12 and 13; there are two cases to consider.
, and sends message (k, pending k , ack) to all other processes (line 15), acknowledging that m does not conflict with any previous message R-delivered by p i , but not g-Delivered so far. When a process p j receives messages of the type (k, pending k , ack), with m ∈ pending k , from n ack processes (lines 28-29), p j g-Delivers m, if it has not done so (line 31).
conflicts with m. In this case, p i proceeds to phase ii (lines 17-27). If one process proceeds to phase ii, then the algorithm ensures that all correct processes eventually also proceed to phase ii. In phase ii, process p i sends a message of the type (k, pending k , chk) to all processes (line 17), where pending k contains all messages that where acknowledged by p i , and waits for the receipt of messages of the same type from n chk processes. Based on the chk messages received, p i determines which messages could have been g-Delivered in phase i by some process (line 19), and executes Consensus (lines 20-21). Messages decided by Consensus and not gDelivered yet by p i are g-Delivered (lines 22-23), and p i starts the next stage in phase i (lines 25-27).
GB+: Improving the GB algorithm
We present now GB+, an improved version of the GB algorithm. To understand the difference between GB and GB+, consider a run in which only two conflicting messages m and m are g-Broadcast, and m is g-Delivered by some process p i in phase i of stage 1.Assume that later in phase i of stage 1, process p i R-delivers m . In this case, with GB, process p i starts phase ii to terminate the current stage by an instance of Consensus. However, this is not necessary as the Consensus decision is known beforehand: m has already been g-Delivered, before m . So, while p i executing GB proceeds to phase ii, with GB+, process p i remains in phase i and may g-Deliver m in phase i even though m and m conflict. So, GB+ can sometimes g-Deliver conflicting messages without Consensus.
The GB+ algorithm
In addition to the sets of messages, R delivered, G delivered, and pending k of GB, the GB+ algorithm (see Fig. 2 ) uses also g Deliver k , which is a "sequence" of messages. This variable keeps track of the order in which messages are locally g-Delivered at a process. Besides the traditional set operands, we also use the ⊕ operand to append messages to g Deliver k . Tasks 1 and 2 are the same for both GB and GB+. In Task 3 GB and GB+ are similar, except for the following differences:
• Processes executing GB+ ignore messages that have already been locally g-Delivered in the current stage (lines 13-14) to detect whether Consensus is needed. Moreover, in GB+, messages of type ack have one additional field (g Deliver k ), to carry the messages that a process has locally g-Delivered so far in the current stage (line 16). This leads to a difference in the when clause that treats ack messages (lines 21-23).
• With GB+, it is possible that some process detects a situation where Consensus is needed, and the other processes do not. This happens because the condition to start Consensus depends on the the order in which messages are locally R-delivered (which may not be the same for all processes). Thus, a process can start Consensus in two circumstances: either (a) because it detected that Consensus is needed (line 14), or (b) because it received a message of type chk from some process (line 27), who has detected that Consensus is needed.
• Messages of type chk (lines 19 and 30) also include an additional field (g Deliver k ) containing the sequencer of messages g-Delivered so far by the sender in the current stage. Whenever a process receives a message of the type (k, g Deliver k , pending k , chk), it g-Delivers all messages in g Deliver k that it has not g-Delivered so far, following the order in g Deliver k (lines 31-33). Variable chk flag is used to make sure that a process only sends a message of type chk once in a stage.
GB+ as a solution to Atomic Broadcast
By considering an instance of GB+ where any two messages conflict, we can use GB+ to solve Atomic Broadcast. Taking into account the properties of GB+, we have an Atomic Broadcast algorithm that, in some runs, orders messages without Consensus and without any other assumptions about the model (e.g., failure detectors). Notice that even though this leads to situations where some messages can be ordered in a pure asynchronous model, it is not in contradiction with the FLP impossibility result [6] , and the fact that Atomic Broadcast and Consensus are equivalent [4] , since it does not apply to all runs.
Proof of correctness
Proof of correctness of GB
We initially define the following notation, used in Lemmas 1 and 2. Given message m, we denote by ackSet k (m) the set of processes that execute send(k, pending k , ack) (line 17) in stage k, with m ∈ pending k . Given process p i , we denote by chkSet k (p i ) the set of processes from which p i receives messages of the type (k, pending k , chk) (line 18) in stage k.
Lemma 1. (Assumes
Proof. Because 2n ack + n chk ≥ 2n + 1, we have 
Proof. (uses Lemma 3)
The proof is by induction; however, as the base step is very similar to the inductive step, we only give the proof of the inductive step. Assume the result holds for k, and let process p i terminate stage k + 1. So p i has terminated stage k, and by the induction hypothesis every correct process also terminates stage k. Before terminating stage k + 1, p i has received n chk messages (k + 1, pending k+1 , chk) (line 18). As there are n chk correct processes and n chk > n/2, at least one message (k + 1, pending k+1 , chk) was sent (line 17) by a correct process, say p j . Before executing line 17, p j has evaluated the condition of line 13 to false, that is, p j has R-delivered two conflicting messages m and m that are not in G delivered, and so, p j has not g-Delivered m and m in some stage k < k +1. By the agreement property of Reliable Broadcast, every correct process p r eventually also R-delivers m and m . By Lemma 3, as p j has not g-Delivered m and m in some previous stage k < k + 1, the same holds for p r . So every correct process p r eventually also evaluates the condition of line 13 to false, and sends at the message (k + 1, pending k+1 , chk) (line 17). As there are n chk correct processes, every correct process eventually receives (line 18) n chk such messages and proceed to line 19. So every correct process eventually start Consensus at line 20. By the termination of Consensus every correct process eventually decides, and terminates stage k + 1 at line 25. ✷ Since no correct process g-Delivers m, no correct process g-Delivers m in the first phase of stage k. Therefore, no correct process receives n ack messages (k, pending k , ack) (line 28) such that m ∈ pending k . Since there are n ack correct processes, at least one correct process, say p j , does not send the message (k, pending k , ack) to all with m ∈ pending k (line 15). So p j evaluates the condition at line 12 to false, and sends the message (k, pending k , chk) to all (line 17), which is only possible if p j has R-delivered a message m that conflicts with m. As p j is correct, by the agreement property of Reliable Broadcast, every correct process eventually R-delivers m , evaluates the condition at line 13 to false and sends message (k, pending k , chk) to all. As there are n chk correct processes, all correct processes eventually stop waiting at line 18 and execute propose(k, s, s ), with m ∈ s∪s (line 19). Proof. Assume that m is never g-Broadcast. So m is never Rbroadcast, and by the uniform integrity of Reliable Broadcast, m is never R-delivered (line 10). So m is not in any pending k set, and it follows that m can never be g-Delivered, either at line 31 or at lines 22, 23. It is not hard to see, from the delivery condition (lines 22, 23, 29), that m is not g-Delivered more than once. ✷ Theorem 1. Assume that there are max(n ack , n chk ) correct processes, n ack , n ckh > n/2, and 2n ack + n chk ≥ 2n + 1.
Proposition 1. (Uniform Agreement
The algorithm in Fig. 1 solves Generic Broadcast, or reduces Generic Broadcast to a sequence of Consensus problems.
Proof. Immediate from Propositions 1, 2, 3, and 4. ✷
Proof of correctness of GB+
Since the algorithm GB+ is derived from GB, some results established for GB hold for GB+:
• Lemmas 1, 2 and 6 hold for GB+ with the same proof.
• Lemma 3 holds for GB+, but the proof requires a tiny adaptation. Indeed, with GB+, messages can additionally be g-Delivered at lines 23 and 33. However, this does not require changes in the arguments of the proof of Lemma 3.
Lemma 4 also holds for GB+, but the proof is not the same. 
Proof. (uses Lemma 3)
The proof is by induction; however, as the base step is very similar to the inductive step, we only give the proof of the inductive step. Assume the result holds for k, and let process p i terminate stage k + 1.
So p i has terminated stage k, and by the induction hypothesis every correct process also terminates stage k. Before terminating stage k + 1, p i has received n chk messages (k + 1, g Deliver k+1 , pending k+1 , chk) (line 34). As there are n chk correct processes and n chk > n/2, at least one message (k + 1, g Deliver k+1 , pending k+1 , chk) was sent (line 19 or 30) by a correct process, say p j . So every correct process eventually receives message (k + 1, g Deliver k+1 , pending k+1 , chk) (line 27) and sends message (k + 1, g Deliver k+1 , pending k+1 , chk) to all (line 30). As there are n chk correct processes, every correct process eventually evaluates the condition of line 34 to true and starts Consensus at line 36. By the termination of Consensus every correct process eventually decides, and terminates stage k + 1 at line 40. Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 4. ✷ Theorem 2. Assume that there are max(n ack , n chk ) correct processes, n ack , n ckh > n/2, and 2n ack + n chk ≥ 2n + 1. The algorithm in Fig. 2 
Time complexity in good runs
To assess the cost of Generic Broadcast, we consider "good" runs (i.e., runs with no failures and no failure suspicions). We express the delivery cost of a message m in terms of the maximum network message delay δ [1] . We show below that if Consensus is not needed, GB and GB+ g-Deliver messages in 2δ. However, if Consensus is necessary, at least 4δ are needed. By comparison, known Atomic Broadcast algorithms, in the model considered in the paper, can A-Deliver messages in 3δ, 5 which shows the potential benefit of Generic Broadcast over Atomic Broadcast: if the message conflict rate is low, our Generic Broadcast algorithms are an interesting alternative to Atomic Broadcast algorithms. However, if the message conflict rate is high our Generic Broadcast algorithms become less efficient than known Atomic Broadcast algorithms.
Time complexity of GB and GB+
We evaluate now the time between the execution of gBroadcast(m) and g-Deliver(m), in terms of δ, the maximum message delay.
Time complexity in the first phase
For the first phase, we can do the same analysis for GB and GB+. Consider GB, and let a process p g-Broadcast some message m (line 7). Message m is first R-broadcast (line 8), and upon R-delivery of m at line 10 (in the absence of failures, this takes δ), every process sends an ack message to all, with m ∈ pending k (line 15). Upon reception of ack messages from n ack processes (max delay = δ), m is g-Delivered (line 31). So, the time complexity of GB and GB+ for message delivery in the first phase is 2δ.
Time complexity in the second phase
We discuss now the cost of GB and GB+ when Consensus is needed. Time complexity is more difficult to evaluate here, as the result depends on the interleaving of concurrent events. We give for each algorithm the best-case and the worst-case figures. For Consensus, we assume the algorithm in [11] that has a time complexity of 2δ in good runs.
Best case for GB. At time t, let process p g-Broadcast message m (line 7). Message m is R-delivered at line 10 (at time t + δ). In the best case, upon R-delivery of m, every process detects a conflict with some other message m (line 13), and sends a message of type chk to all, with m ∈ pending k (line 17). All processes receive the message at time t +2δ (line 18) and start Consensus. As Consensus costs 2δ, message m is g-Delivered at time t + 4δ.
Worst case for GB. Let p again g-Broadcast m at time t. At time t + δ all processes have R-delivered m, but not all processes detect a conflict at that time. So, not all processes send immediately a message of type chk. However, at least one process q detects a conflict with some message m at time t + δ (otherwise Consensus is not needed). If q has Rdelivered m at time t + δ, then all processes R-deliver m at time t + 2δ, detect the conflict with m, and send the message of type chk. So, all processes start Consensus at time t + 3δ, and end Consensus at t + 5δ. However, this analysis assumes that between t + δ and t + 3δ, Task 3 is not involved in another Consensus not related to message m, in which case, such an execution of Consensus would have to terminate first, adding 2δ. Thus, in the worst case the g-Delivery of m takes 7δ.
Best case for GB+. At time t, let process p g-Broadcast message m (line 8). Message m is R-delivered at line 11 (at time t + δ). In the best case, upon R-delivery of m, every process detects a conflict with some other message m (line 14), and sends a message of type chk to all, with m ∈ pending k (line 19). All processes receive the message at time t + 2δ (line 27), and start Consensus. As Consensus costs 2δ, message m is g-Delivered at time t + 4δ.
Worst case for GB+. Let p again g-Broadcast m at time t. At time t + δ all processes have R-delivered m, but not all processes detect a conflict at that time. So, not all processes send immediately a message of type chk. However, at least one process q detects a conflict with some message m at time t + δ (otherwise Consensus is not needed). Upon detecting the conflict, process q sends a message of type chk to all (line 19). Upon reception of this message (time t + 2δ), the processes that have not yet sent the message of type chk do so, with m ∈ pending k (line 30). These messages are received at time t+3δ. So, all processes start Consensus at time t+3δ, and end Consensus at t + 5δ. As for the worst case of GB, the analysis ignores that at any time, between t+δ and t+3δ, Task 3 might be involved in another Consensus not related to message m, which adds 2δ. So, in the worst case the g-Delivery of m takes 7δ. Table 1 summarizes the time complexity of GB and GB+: 2δ in the first phase, and between 4δ (best case) and 7δ (worst case) if the second phase is needed. By comparison the time complexity of Atomic Broadcast is between 3δ (best case) and 5δ (worst case). 
Generic Broadcast vs. Atomic Broadcast
Experimental validation
The results of Sect. 6.3 are confirmed by an experiment conducted with 10 processes (n = 10) running on Sun's UltraSparc workstations interconnected by an Ethernet network (10 MBit/s) and communicating using TCP/IP (see Fig. 3 ). The experiment measures the cost of the "Best Case" of Table 1 . Processes implement the GB algorithm with n ack = n chk = 7.
The vertical axis of Fig. 3 represents the time elapsed between the events g-Broadcast(m) and g-Deliver(m) at the sender of m. The horizontal axis represents the message conflict rate, that is, the ratio of the number of g-Broadcast messages that conflict to the total number of g-Broadcast messages. Thus, α = 0 means that only non-conflicting messages were g-Broadcast, while α = 1 means that only conflicting messages were g-Broadcast. In other words, α = 0 measures the cost of the first phase of GB, while α = 1 measures the cost of the first and the second phases. The Atomic Broadcast algorithm is the one mentioned in Sect. 6.3 (notice that this algorithm requires a majority of correct processes, i.e., 6). Experiments were repeated to build a confidence interval of 95%, and in each experiment, processes g-Broadcast messages at a constant rate. From Fig. 3 , if less than 60% of the messages g-Broadcast conflict, the GB algorithm can g-Deliver messages more efficiently than the Atomic Broadcast algorithm considered.
Conclusion
The paper has introduced the Generic Broadcast problem, whose definition is based on a conflict relation on the set of messages that are broadcast. The conflict relation can be derived from the semantics of the messages, and only conflicting messages have to be delivered by all processes in the same order. As such, Generic Broadcast is a powerful message ordering abstraction, which includes Reliable and Atomic Broadcast as special cases. Generic Broadcast algorithms GB and GB+ have been shown to be more efficient than Atomic Broadcast algorithms if message conflicts are not too frequent.
This paper, together with [1] , show a time complexity vs. resilience tradeoff for Generic Broadcast algorithms. Our Generic Broadcast algorithms require f < n/3 with a best case time complexity of 2δ (if messages do not conflict). In [1] , the authors propose Generic Broadcast algorithms that require only f < n/2, with a time complexity of 3δ in the best case. So additional resilience increases the best time complexity. An interesting open question is whether there exist Generic Broadcast algorithms that can -in the best casedeliver messages in 2δ, and still require only a majority of correct processes.
